COMPANY INTRODUCTION

Wild Boar Tyres was conceived in early 2016 and is an Australian Owned & Operated Motorcycle Tyre Manufacturer based in sunny QLD, just north of Brisbane. Specializing in a growing range of High Quality Motorcycle Tyres designed specifically for Harsh Australian Conditions.

Our Vision: To produce cost effective motorcycle tyres to the Australian market specifically for our demanding environment, designed to give optimum long life expectancy and reliability.

Established in 2009 our factory is based in China, meticulously selected from some of the largest commercial motorcycle tyre manufacturers in the world ranging from China, Thailand, Korea and Vietnam.

Our factory has consistent quality and constantly improving modern production techniques making Wild Boar Tyres and Tubes unbeatable for Performance, Quality and Price.

Each Tyre and Tube offers superior puncture resistance, the Wild Boar emblem is Hot Pressed on each tyre and tube to signify it has passed quality control and ensure you are getting an authentic Wild Boar product.

Wild Boar Tyres are CCC Certified - ISO 9001 Certified and rigorously adhere to strict global quality control standards.
CITY SLICKER

City Slicker On/Road use offers superb performance for town and city, the tread is designed to disperse water quickly and gives excellent grip in both wet and dry conditions.

TYRE SPECIFICATIONS:

- Size 300-17.
- 50L Reinforced 6Ply.
- Standard Rim 1.85.

Tube Type.

- Running Air Pressure - 40PSI.
- Max Load Rating - 190KG - 420LBS

TYRE SPECIFICATIONS:

- Size 275-17.
- 47L Reinforced 6Ply.
- Standard Rim 1.85

Tube Type.

- Running Air Pressure - 40PSI.
- Max Load Rating - 175KG - 385LBS.
CLAW TREAD (BOAR TREAD)

Claw Tread On-Off/Road use is ideal for going off the beaten track or high puncture prone terrain. With smaller tread blocks compared to other brands this gives more surface coverage and protection, less on road noise and excellent grip. This tyre offers superior puncture resistance for all conditions.

TYRE SPECIFICATIONS:

✔️ Size 300-17.
✔️ 50L Reinforced 6Ply.
✔️ Standard Rim 1.85.

Tube Type.

✔️ Running Air Pressure - 40PSI.
✔️ Max Load Rating - 190KG - 420LBS.

TYRE SPECIFICATIONS:

✔️ Size 275-17.
✔️ 47L Reinforced 6Ply.
✔️ Standard Rim 1.85

Tube Type.

✔️ Running Air Pressure - 40PSI.
✔️ Max Load Rating - 175KG - 385LBS.